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1. Introduction 

In the face of the increasingly serious energy and 

environmental problems, the vigorous development of elec-

tric vehicles has become an important means of the "double 

carbon" strategy, combined with the current good prospects 

of the logistics industry, the application of electric vehicles 

to logistics transport has great practical significance. Most 

of the research on traditional vehicles is to consider reducing 

energy consumption, mainly from two directions: optimiza-

tion of path and optimization of speed [1].With the great de-

velopment of transportation electrification, the path plan-

ning problem of electric vehicles has been gradually at-

tracted attention, and increasing scholars have started to re-

search the joint optimization problem between grid and 

transportation network [2].Reference [3] presents the elec-

tric vehicles path optimization problem under time-sharing 

tariff. Reference [4] focused on the coupling relationship be-

tween the electric power system and electric vehicle fleet 

and customer demand, and carried out the joint optimization 

of the system. Reference [5] considered the time-varying na-

ture of the grid load state and the uncertainty of the road 

network traffic congestion to optimize the charging path of 

electric vehicles. Zhang [6] proposed a wireless charging 

technique based on reinforcement learning, which pointed 

out a new research direction for electric vehicle path plan-

ning. 

The current algorithms for solving electric vehicle 

path planning problems mainly include exact algorithms, 

heuristic algorithms, and intelligent optimization algo-

rithms. Hu [7] proposed a particle swarm algorithm to opti-

mize the single-storage logistics distribution problem with 

good results, but did not consider the case of multiple ware-

houses; Liu [8] used a hybrid ant colony algorithm to solve 

the electric vehicle path problem in cold chain distribution, 

which has good solution effect for small-scale customer 

points, but poor solution effect for large-scale nodes. The 

VRP problem with time-varying speed has become a rese-

arch hotspot in recent years [9]. Jia [10] considered the time-

varying speed and dynamic demand, optimizes the initial 

path using SA-VNS algorithm first, and then handles the dy-

namic demand at the end moment of each time domain, and 

proposes a solution algorithm based on time domain divi-

sion. Gmira [11] et al. consider the change of travel time and 

driving path between customers under time-varying condi-

tions, and use the forbidden search algorithm to solve the 

problem. Li [12] used a dual-strategy ant colony algorithm 

to optimize the electric vehicle path for e-commerce termi-

nal logistics delivery, and tested it using real data from Cain-

iao, and obtained good optimization results, but did not con-

sider the time window factor. 

Intelligent optimization algorithm is essentially a 

stochastic search algorithm, which is easy to fall into local 

optimum, and the performance of the algorithm is greatly 

affected by the scale of the problem. In this paper, a hybrid 

genetic-particle swarm algorithm is proposed to address the 

above research shortcomings, which effectively improves 

the optimization performance of pure particle swarm algo-

rithm and considers the soft time window, multi-distribution 

center problem with charging facilities. Through example 

tests, it is verified that the proposed algorithm in this paper 

has better performance in finding the optimal performance. 

2. Mathematical description 

2.1. Variables and parameters definition 

The variables and parameters involved in this pa-

per are described in Table 1. 

2.2. Objective function 

From the perspective of logistics companies, the 

total economic cost is usually minimized as the optimization 

objective. And the specific costs include vehicle fixed cost, 

travel distance cost, and time window penalty cost as shown 

in Eq. (1). 
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2.3. Constraints 

The mathematical model of the electric vehicle 

routing problem (EVRP) has three nodes: distribution center, 

customer, and charging station. Each vehicle can only per-

form one delivery task, so each vehicle can only depart from 

the distribution center once, as represented by Eq. (2). 
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In this paper, we study the problem of non-splitta-

bility of customer demand, so each customer can only be 

serviced by one vehicle, as described by Eq. (3). 
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For each vehicle with a distribution task, it is re-

quired to be able to fit the cargo requirements of all the cus-

tomer points it is about to perform distribution services, as 

shown in Eq. (4). 
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A vehicle arrives at the next customer node from 

one customer node and leaves a node with a load equal to 

the load leaving the previous node minus the demand at 

the next node, as expressed in Eq. (5). 

(1 ) .jk jk ijk ijkw w q x W x    i, j M,i j,k K −  +  −     (5) 

 

The vehicle batteries all have a maximum charge 

of Q. The vehicle departs from the distribution center with a 

full charge and is charged to a full charge each time, as 

shown in Eq. (6). 
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The power consumption rate of the vehicle is h, 

which needs to meet with Eq. (7). 
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The starting time at the distribution center is set to 

0; the time spent between two nodes is the ratio of distance 

and vehicle speed, as defined by Eq. (8); Eq. (9) indicates 

that the vehicle needs to perform the service within the time 

requested by the customer point; Eq. (10) implies that the 

vehicle arrives early and then needs to wait until the earliest 

start time requested by the customer to perform the service. 
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Table 1 

Definition of variables and parameters 

Parameters Definition Parameters Definition 

o Distribution center g Charge factor 

N Collection of customer points n h Power consumption factor 

E Collection of charging facilities e C0 Unit vehicle fixed cost 

M The full set of nodes C1 Transportation cost per unit distance 

K Set of distribution electric cars k Ct1 Unit time cost of early vehicle arrival 

dij Distance from node i to j Ct2 Unit time cost of late arrival of vehicles 

qn Demand at the customer point n ETn Customer n Earliest start time requested for service 

W Vehicle load limit LTn Customer n Requested latest service start time 

wik Vehicle k remaining power when leaving node i Sik Start of service time of vehicle k at node i 

ν Vehicle travel speed Tn Vehicle service hours at customer n 

Q Vehicle battery capacity sik Travel time of vehicle k arriving at node i  

1

ik
P  

Remaining power of the vehicle k when it reaches 

the node i 
tij Travel time of node i to node j 

2

ik
P  Vehicle k remaining power when leaving node i xijk Model decision variables 

n The number of customers k The number of vehicles 

xp Position vector representing vehicle number xs Position vector representing distribution order 

νp Velocity vector used to update xp νs Velocity vector used to update xs 

3. Particle swarm algorithm 

3.1. Coding process 

According to principle of particle swarm algorithm, 

each particle has two basic attributes: location and speed set-

tings. Location is divided into two attributes: xp and xs. And 

xp is a row vector of 1 n , whose elements are the random 

number between 0 and k. k is the total number of vehicles 

and characterizes the number of vehicles that each customer 

is served; n is the number of customers; xs is a row vector 

of 1 n , whose elements are random numbers between 0 

and n. xs also characterizes the order in which each customer 

is served. Correspondingly, the speed is divided into two at-

tributes vp and vs,which are used to update xp and xs respec-

tively. vp is a row vector of1 n with a random number of 

elements between [-0.1*k,0.1*k], and vs is a row vector of 

1*n with a random number of elements between [-

0.1*n,0.1*n].This coding rule ensures that each customer 

point is served, and that there are no multiple vehicles serv-

ing the same customer, which is consistent with the problem 

and simple to implement. 

3.2. Decoding process 

Rounding up xp, the vehicle number of each cus-

tomer point being served can be obtained; the customer 

points with the same vehicle number are extracted, and the 

xs elements of these customer points are sorted from small-

est to largest to characterize the order of service. Now we 

suppose there are 8 customer points, one distribution center 

and 3 electric vehicles in a distribution area, and the code of 

a particle is shown in Table 2.  

According to the above decoding rules, the particle 

state is then decoded as in Table 3. Delivery tasks are shown 

in Table 4.  

3.3. Illustrating example 

An example is selected from the data set R105 of 

Solomon VRPTW, with the overall clustering distribution of 

customer points. The number of customer points is 15, the 
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number of charging stations is 5, and the number of distri-

bution centers is 1. The code is run 20 times independently, 

the number of iterations is set to 8000, and the results of the 

20 iterations are recorded as shown in Table 4, and the opti-

mal solution found within the finite number of runs is 

18610.55, and the iterative process curve is shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig.1 shows that the above particle swarm algo-

rithm can effectively jump out of the local optimal point in 

the process of finding the optimal point, and it must eventu-

ally converge to the global optimal solution under the cur-

rent number of iterations. While, sometimes the searched 

suboptimal solution is relatively ineffective, thus the stabil-

ity of this algorithm to search the optimal value needs to be 

improved. The best scheduling solution for this problem is 

to use three electric vehicles to complete the distribution 

task, and the total distribution cost is 18610.55. Subpath1 is 

0-9-13-17-3-11-6-20-0, subpath2 is 0-1-7-19-4-17-10-0, 

and subpath3 is 0-12-15-5-18-14-8-2-18-0. 

 

Fig. 1 Iteration curve of particle swarm algorithm 
 

Table 2 

State before particle decoding 

Customer point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

xp 0.3 1.3 2.2 0.4 2.5 0.9 0.4 1.1 

xs 3.89 7.34 4.66 2.12 7.38 4.24 1.49 5.38 
 

Table 3  

Particle state after decoding  

Customer point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

xp 1 2 3 1 3 1 1 2 

xs 3.89 7.34 4.66 2.12 7.38 4.24 1.49 5.38 

 

Table 4  

Distribution routes after decoding 

Vehicle number Service customer point 

1 7, 4, 1, 6 

2 8, 2 

3 3, 5 

 

4. Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm 

4.1. Improved PSO algorithm 

In this section, we propose an improved particle 

swarm algorithm, which integrates the genetic operator and 

the particle swarm algorithm to diversify the way of particle 

update and increase the genetic diversity of the population. 

The specific operation of the genetic operator is described 

as following: The particles with the top 50% of fitness in 

each generation are put into the genetic operation pool, and 

then the crossover and mutation operations are performed 

on the genetic population with a certain probability. Cross-

over means randomly selecting two chromosomes, then ran-

domly selecting a crossover point, and swapping the genes 

after the crossover point of the two chromosomes. This ge-

netic operation can replace a bad section of chromosome 

with a certain probability, and combine the good genes of 

two parental individuals, making the traits of the offspring 

superior to those of the parents. Mutation refers to ran-

domly selecting a chromosome and then randomly gen-

erating a certain number of mutation points to transform 

into alleles respectively with a certain probability. This 

operation can fine-tune the particles in the solution space 

locally, making the search process more detailed, which 

can effectively avoid local optimum and increase the pos-

sibility of converging to the global optimum solution. 
Flow chart of the proposed algorithm is shown in 

Fig. 2. Firstly, initialize the population according to the cod-

ing rules, calculate the fitness function of the initial popula-

tion, and update the individual optimal and global optimal 

according to the fitness value; then select the top 50% of the 

individuals to perform crossover and mutation operations, 

and calculate this part of the particles the fitness value of , 

and update the individual and local optimum again; finally, 

update the position and velocity of all particles before enter-

ing the genetic operation, and judge whether the termination 

condition is reached. If so, terminate the algorithm and out-

put the optimal solution under the current number of itera-

tions; if not, calculate the fitness value of the new generation 

population.  

4.2. Illustrating comparison example 

The improved genetic-particle swarm hybrid algo-

rithm was tested for the example in Section 2.2, and the code 

was run 20 times independently in the same hardware envi-

ronment. The results are shown in Table 5. 

According to Table 5, the improved particle swarm 

algorithm searches for the optimal solution within 20 times 

more often, the worst solution is better than the worst so-

lution of the pure particle swarm algorithm, and the aver-

age value of 20 tests is also better than the original. 
Therefore, the improved hybrid algorithm obviously has 

better search performance than the pure particle swarm 

algorithm. 
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Fig. 2 Flow chart of GA-PSO 

4.3. Illustrative example with customer point in uniform dis-

tribution 

 

An example with customer points in an overall uni 

form distribution is selected from the dataset R101 of Solo-

mon VRPTW, where the number of customer points is 15, 

the number of charging stations is 5, and the number of dis-

tribution centers is 1. The number of iterations is set to 5000, 

and the program is run several times, resulting in the optimal 

distribution solution within a limited number of runs using  

 

Fig. 3 Iteration curve of GA-PSO algorithm 

 

4 vehicles, with a distribution cost of 23988.96 (Fig. 3), sub-

path 1: 0-12- 19-15-6-17-13-0, subpath 2: 0-14-16-8-10-18-

0, subpath 3: 0-11-7-18-9-1-0, and subpath 4: 0-5-2-19-3-4-

19-0. These results show that the hybrid genetic-particle 

swarm algorithm also has good performance in finding the 

optimal solution for the data set of type R101, which indi-

cates that the proposed algorithm has strong robustness. 

Table 5  

Comparison of the results before and after algorithm im-

provement 

Number of times PSO GA-PSO 

1 1.915408 1.917588 

2 1.935802 1.899182 

3 2.433169 2.355969 

4 2.000041 2.361516 

5 1.899182 1.861055 

6 1.861055 2.372920 

7 1.973132 1.961624 

8 2.008817 1.861055 

9 1.861055 1.914571 

10 2.526238 1.90157 

11 1.954536 1.861055 

12 1.861055 1.914571 

13 2.414898 1.861055 

14 2.353294 1.90537 

15 1.961624 1.90537 

16 2.467504 1.90157 

17 1.914571 1.899182 

18 2.359452 1.914571 

19 1.861055 1.861055 

20 2.3797461 2.180288 

Optimal solution 1.861055 1.861055 

Worst solution 2.526238 2.372920 

Average value 2.097081 1.980556 

5. Parameter sensitivity analysis 

In the mathematical model of the electric vehicle 

path planning problem, there are many parameters that need 

to be adjusted according to the actual situation, which are 

directly or indirectly related to the expression of the objec-

tive function, and thus affect the distribution scheme. In this 

section, a hybrid genetic-particle swarm algorithm is used 

to conduct a sensitivity study on the example in Section 3.2 

and analyze the specific impact of each parameter on the 

distribution scheme and the total distribution cost. 

5.1. Vehicle load factor 

Vehicle loads can limit the number of customer 

points served, thus affecting the overall distribution pro-

gram. Distribution costs are compared in Table 6. 

From Table 6, we find that: 

1. The cost of dispatching five vehicles is the highest and 

the number of vehicles theoretically required decreases 

as the vehicle load increases.  

2. Even if the minimum number of vehicles to be dis-

patched is only 3, the firm will send 4 vehicles. Although 
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the fixed cost of 3 vehicles is lower, the sum of the re-

sulting time window cost and distance cost will be more 

than that of 4 vehicles.  

3. Vehicle capacity redundancy is greater when the vehicle 

load is 110 and 220, which will result in many empty 

loads and lead to waste of resources; therefore, the vehi-

cle load factor is the most basic constraint for a feasible 

solution in path planning, but it is not an important de-

ciding factor that affects the result of the optimization 

search. 

5.2. Time window factor 

Providing services to customers according to the 

time window as much as possible can improve the service 

quality of the company and has a positive effect on estab-

lishing a good corporate service image. Therefore, it is nec-

essary to consider the impact of time windows on the distri-

bution scheme. Changing the time window penalty factor, 

the distribution cost changes as shown in Table 7. 

Results in Table 7 indicate that: if there is no time 

window, the order of serving customers only affects the dis-

tance cost, thus sending 3 vehicles can meet the service de-

mand and the total cost of distribution is lower. As the time 

penalty factor becomes larger and larger, the demand for 

service time becomes higher and higher, more vehicles can 

only be dispatched to carry out distribution tasks at the same 

time to try to meet the customer time window requirements 

and reduce the total time cost, thus minimizing the total dis-

tribution cost. 

5.3. Vehicle fixed cost factors 

For logistics enterprises, the acquisition cost of 

each vehicle, the repair and maintenance cost, the average 

to each vehicle's site rental cost, the labor cost of moving 

goods, etc. are additional costs to complete each distribution 

task, which are mainly related to the number of vehicles 

used, so this paper classifies these costs into vehicle fixed 

costs. The results are shown in Table 8. 
 

Table 6  

Distribution schemes with different vehicle load limits 

Vehicle load 
Minimum number of vehicles to be 

dispatched 

Actual number of vehicles dis-

patched 
Distribution solutions Distribution costs 

50 5 5 

0-7-18-9-3-20-1-0 

0-11-18-8-17-13-0 

0-14-16-10-18-0 

0-5-2-19-6-0 

0-12-19-15-19-4-0 

29976.04 

80 3 4 

0-12-19-15-6-17-13-0 

0-14-16-8-10-18-0 

0-11-7-18-9-1-0 

0-5-2-19-3-4-19-0 

23988.96 

110 2 4 

0-12-19-15-6-17-13-0 

0-14-16-8-10-18-0 

0-11-7-18-9-1-0 

0-5-2-19-3-4-19-0 

23988.96 

220 1 4 

0-12-19-15-6-17-13-0 

0-14-16-8-10-18-0 

0-11-7-18-9-1-0 

0-5-2-19-3-4-19-0 

23988.96 

Table 7  

Distribution schemes with different time window penalty factors 

PE (early 

arrival) 

PL (late ar-

rival) 

Total distribution 

cost 

Time window 

cost 

Vehicle fixed 

costs 

Number of distribution 

vehicles 

Distance 

cost 

0 0 15319.02 0 15000 3 319.02 

20 20 24612.95 4148.3 20000 4 464.67 

50 50 28263.30 7792.6 20000 4 470.69 

80 80 37167.18 16673.88 25000 5 493.30 

Table 8 

Distribution options with different unit vehicle costs 

Unit vehicle cost Number of distribution vehicles Total fixed cost of vehicles Total cost of distribution Charge times 

300 5 1500 6031.8 8 

1000 5 5000 88199.87 9 

5000 4 20000 23988.96 7 

9000 3 27000 38234.78 6 

12000 3 36000 48655.75 6 

From Tables 7 and 8, we could conclude that: 

1. The capacity of each vehicle in this calculation is 80, and 

the total customer demand is 206, so at least 3 vehicles 

need to be dispatched. 
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2. In order to meet the time window requirement, compa-

nies will choose to send more vehicles, but when the 

fixed cost of vehicles increases, companies will choose 

to reduce the number of delivery vehicles, to balance the 

time window cost and the fixed cost of vehicles. 

3. The number of vehicles will not be reduced indefinitely 

due to the capacity limit. 

4. As the number of vehicles decreases, the total number of 

recharges decreases. On the contrary, the more customer 

points a vehicle serves, the higher its utilization of power. 

6. Multiple depot electric vehicle routing 

The Multiple Depot Electric Vehicle Routing 

Problem (MDEVRP) is more complex to model and solve 

as the problem scales up, the difficulty of algorithm optimi-

zation also greatly increases. Through References [13 – 20], 

it is found that there are two main solutions (integral method 

and division method) for the multiple distribution center 

problem. 

6.1. Integral method 

The integral method is the simultaneous optimiza-

tion strategy of multiple distribution centers, considers the 

customer points in the distribution area as an integral whole 

and the distribution centers as another one. The difference 

is that for a single distribution center, there is no difference 

between vehicles because each vehicle has the same param-

eters and starts from the same starting point and returns to 

the same end point; however, for a multi-distribution center, 

although the vehicle parameters of different distribution 

centers are the same, their starting points and end points are 

different, so there is a difference between vehicles of differ-

ent distribution centers. There is a difference between them. 

6.2. Division method 

The division method is to consider the distribution 

centers as independent individuals, and the customers in the 

distribution area are divided into several sub-regions ac-

cording to some classification criteria, and then the distribu-

tion centers correspond to the sub-regions one by one, which 

transforms the multi-distribution centre problem into a sin-

gle distribution center, and then the solutions obtained from 

each single distribution center are aggregated to obtain an 

optimal solution for the MDEVRP problem. 

6.3. Illustrative example of MDEVRP 

In the examples given in this section, numbers 1-

45 are customers, numbers 46-55 are charging facilities, and 

numbers 56-58 are distribution centers. The hybrid genetic-

particle swarm algorithm is adopted to solve the two solu-

tion ideas with the integral method and the division method, 

respectively. 

1. Integral method test results. The code was writ-

ten using MATLAB 2016b software, and the number of it-

erations was set to 3000. The distribution scheme obtained 

by the algorithm is shown in Table 9 (For clarity, Figs. 5 and 

6 show only part of the routes), and the iteration curve of the 

optimization search process is shown in Fig.4. 

 

Fig. 4 Iterative process curve for simultaneous optimization 

of multiple distribution centers 

 

 

Fig. 5 Partial visualization of routes in Table 9 

 

Fig. 6 Partial visualization of routes in Table 10 

 

The addition of customer nodes, distribution cen-

ters, and charging station nodes makes the problem scale up, 

thus increasing the computational complexity significantly 

and increasing the time and difficulty of the algorithm to 
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find the best solution. In this test, after 3000 iterations, the 

algorithm run terminated, resulting in a delivery solution us-

ing 11 vehicles with a total delivery cost of 108,500 and a 

running time of 291 seconds. 

2. Division method test results. In this paper, ac-

cording to the location, demand and time window of cus-

tomer points, customers 1-19 are assigned to distribution 

center 1, customers 31-39 are assigned to distribution center 

2, and customers 20-30 and 40-45 are assigned to distribu-

tion center 3. The single distribution center problem is 

solved for three distribution centers respectively, and the 

number of iterations is set to 3000, the algorithm comes up 

with the distribution scheme as shown in Table 10, and the 

total cost of completing all tasks require a total of 8 vehicles, 

the total distribution cost is 62348.9, and the total algorithm 

operation time is 278 seconds. 

 

Table 9  

Distribution options 

Distribution Center Vehicle number Distribution route Charge times 

1 
1 

2 

56-23-25-29-27-4-46-43-3-56  

56-37-39-47-56 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

57-44-55-2-30-51-57 

57-12-52-33-47-16-52-57 

57-41-53-18-52-6-17-7-46-57 

57-21-57 

57-34-45-32-47-15-26-54-57 

57-40-20-54-38-57 

2 

2 

3 

0 

2 

1 

3 

1 

2 

3 

58-1-19-52-31-28-51-10-9-58 

58-42-22-54-11-35-47-13-8-58 

58-14-24-36-47-58 

0 

2 

1 

Table 10  

Distribution options 

Distribution center Vehicle number Distribution route Charge times Distribution costs Running time 

1 

1 

2 

3 

56-14-1-46-15-6-10-11-9-46-56 

56-12-4-46-19-17-56 

56-16-52-2-18-52-7-3-5-13-8-46-56 

1 

2 

1 

38778.75 112 seconds 

2 1 57-32-34-36-39-33-31-38-37-35-57 0 15383 62 seconds 

3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

58-21-24-25-30-45-55-58  

58-23-40-42-44-55-58 

58-41-27-51-28-26-43-58 

58-20-22-29-58 

1 

1 

0 

0 

8187.15 104 seconds 

6.4. Analysis of results  

From theexperimental results of the above test 

cases, due to the increase in the size of the problem, the op-

timization time of the algorithm becomes longer, and ac-

cording to the different principles of the algorithm, the divi-

sion method can effectively reduce the running time of the 

algorithm, because this method does not need to traverse all 

the customer points in each distribution center, thus reduc-

ing the complexity of the algorithm. Both the integral 

method and the division method can effectively solve the 

multi-distribution center electric vehicle path planning 

problem proposed in this paper, but the division method ob-

viously has a shorter finding time and lower distribution 

cost. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we study the soft time window elec-

tric vehicle path planning problem with charging facilities. 

The solution was first solved using the algorithm for pure 

particles, and the test found that the optimization efficiency 

needs to be improved. Then the genetic-particle swarm al-

gorithm is proposed to make up for the shortcomings of the 

pure particle swarm algorithm, and it is found that the per-

formance of the algorithm is significantly improved. Fi-

nally, the more complex multi-distribution center problem 

is considered based on single distribution center, and the so-

lution effects of the integral method and the division method 

are compared, and the conclusion that the division method 

is faster and has better solution effects is drawn. For the 

EVRPSTW problem, the future can consider the scenarios 

of different departure of each vehicle and dynamic changes 

of customer points, thus making the research more applica-

tion value. 
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M. Wang, Q. Xie  

LOGISTICS PURE ELECTRIC VEHICLE ROUTING 

BASED ON GA-PSO ALGORITHM 

S u m m a r y 

In this paper, with the current practical application 

in logistics industry as the background, from electric vehicle 

charging scheduling and path planning, a hybrid algorithm 

combining genetic-particle swarm algorithm is proposed to 

plan the best driving route for a group of electric logistics 

vehicles with vehicle load, vehicle battery life, charging fa-

cility location and customer time window as constraints and 

the total cost as the objective function. Based on the single 

distribution center, a more complex multi-distribution cen-

ter electric vehicle path planning problem is considered. In 

this paper, multiple sets of Solomon VRPTW data sets are 

selected to test the prepared algorithm, and the results show 

that the algorithm can effectively plan the best distribution 

scheme. 

Keywords: electric vehicle; path planning; particle swarm 

algorithm; genetic algorithm; optimization. 
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